Agreement between Publisher, Editor and Contributor for the publication of a
Work by Cambridge Scholars Publishing
Cambridge Scholars Publishing (hereafter Publisher) has agreed to publish your
contribution as part of a collection of essays. The agreement is contingent upon the
fulfilment of a number of requirements listed below.
1. The contributor warrants that the contribution is original, that it is not in any
way libellous or unlawful in the United Kingdom, that it does not infringe any
copyright or other proprietary right. The contributor further warrants that she
or he holds the rights to publish and sell the work in traditional formats like
hardback and paperback but also as e-books.
2. By submitting the essay, the Contributor agrees to transfer the rights to publish
and sell the work in any binding or medium to Publisher. These rights are
governed by a contract between the editor of the work and Publisher.
3. The Contributor warrants that the contribution has not been published
elsewhere, and that if it is, both the Editor and Publisher must be notified and their
consent must be obtained before submission of the contribution to the Editor.
4. By submitting the essay, the Contributor agrees to the Publisher's Contributor
Copies policy which determines the number of complimentary copies to which
Contributor is eligible, if any. For certain categories of books, Contributor
may receive no complimentary copies. The Publisher's Contributor Copies policy
is available via the website http://www.cambridgescholars.com or can be
obtained upon request from admin@cambridgescholars.com.
5. By submitting the essay, the Contributor agrees to Publisher's author discount
and postage policy in the event of any purchases from Publisher.
6. The Contributor agrees to make a reasonable effort to conform to Publisher's
submission guidelines and to liaise with the volume editor to ensure that the
requirements of these guidelines are met to a reasonable degree.
Title of Publication:__________________________________________________________
Title of Contribution: _________________________________________________________
First Name: __________________________

Surname: ___________________________

Institution: __________________________________________________________________
Position: ____________________________________________________________________
Country: ____________________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________________
Signature:

Date:

I would like to receive news and promotional offers from Cambridge Scholars Publishing, tailored
to my field of interest (please detail)_____________________ Yes □
No □

